Montgomery Frost Lloyd's Inc.  
Prescription Opticians  
Quality Eyeware Since 1870

Prescriptions Filled Quickly and Accurately  
Ray-Ban, Vuarnet,  
and Porsche Carrera Sunglasses

20% Off On All Prescription Eyeware  
With M.I.T. I.D.

Offer not valid with other promotions  
Cambridge store only

5 Brattle St. (Harvard Sq.), Cambridge  
876-0851

Back-To-School

Essentials

Ours Exclusively

M.I.T. Efficiency  \nWeinmaster Research Notebook

Heavy red pressboard cover encloses 75 numbered  
double pages — 2nd of which acts as a copy, with  
perforation for easy removal. Carbon pages includ- 
ed

Coop Efficiency  \nComputation Book

Heavy red pressboard cover encloses 152 num- 
bered grid pages (11 3/4 x 9 1/2). 4 squares to the  
inch. Heavy headache and margin.

Also Available

M.I.T. Insignia notebooks from Ampad. Choose  
from an ample assortment of sizes, divisions, rul- 
ings — some with perforation — and prices.

Ampad Filler Paper. 200 and 500 count in narrow  
rule.
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SOCIETY